THE BETHANY PRE PRIMARY SCHOOL
STANDARD FIVE TERMINAL REPORT JUNE 2021
CLASS TEACHER: MANHYABULUBA MATOGOLO NKILIJIWA
Dear Mrs.Zephaniah I am pleased to present to you a report of year five about the terminal of academic year of 2021.
First of all I am proudly passing my greetings to you Mrs.Zephaniah that you are fine under God's love. After my
greeting, I would to take this chance to present to you my terminal report of May 2021 in standard five at Bethany pre
and primary school. This report is explaining the teaching and learning process, behaviour, suggestions and
thankfulness. By explaining each of them, I would like to start with:
THE QUALITY OF TEACHING AND LEARNING
The academic performance of class five is changing positively day to day; this is proved in their internal examinations.
For instance, the results of the monthly test of April, the class average was 29"C" and the results of this terminal
examinations of may 2021 the class average is 31"B". Apart from that achievements there some pupils who are still
struggling in their studies especially in mathematics subject,these pupils are Doto Masalu Mashine,Leticia Kimahi
Shile,Mariga Robert Mshila,Olivia Khija Katanile, Warioba Khija Katanile, Neema Nzenzule Lucas,Mwita Mwita
Chacha,Nyamiti Sosoni Julias and Rehama Sosoni Julias. These pupils needs more supervision.All in all I'm putting more
efforts on understanding pupil's abilities by helping them individually and in generally also I'm always given them guide
and counselling.This helping me to improve the academic performance to my pupils positively.

I'M FILLING HAPPY TO BE A CLASS TEACHER OF STANDARD FIVE WITH MY PUPILS.

Despite of having positive changes in year five this term,also there are some areas pupils are struggling.For instance,all
year five pupils are struggling in spelling and determination of needs in different questions especially in mathematics
vocabulary and words.Allways pupils are falling to solve word problems of mathematics.Although they are getting
different helps from teachers and their fellow pupils as the results they are lowering the general averages of the class in
the examinations.
BEHAVIOUR
The behaviour of year five is good because pupils they are able to follow the directions given by teachers.Also pupils of
year five are cooperating themselves even if the teachers are not around in the class. Despite of having good behaviour
in my class, also they need more counseling, guidance and advices because they are human being who can forget, also
pupils are cooperating well themselves in academic matters for instance during group discussions and different word
problems in academic issue. Generally the behaviour of year five is good, also all teachers are welcomed to correct my
pupil when mistakes/problems are observed.
SUGGESTIONS
As a class teacher I suggest the followings;

•Next term teachers who are teaching in class five should do revision of the past content in form of questions
especially contents of year four, year three and year five. This Will help pupils to be competent in all contents thought
and will help them to perform well in the exams.
•However those pupils who are struggling in mathematics will be given more simple mathematic questions which will
help them to master simple concepts.
•Not only that but also teachers should continue providing more subjective questions in form of exercise, home work,
quiz and tests .This will help them to be perfect and to make them to be attention all the time.
All in all year five pupils are good in all spheres including academically.But we need to have positive altitude to Ward
forward the class by encouraging them frequently.I'm sure in god everything is possible and God will be with us and
they will do better than now in their studies.
THANKFULNESS
Finally I would like to thanks Mrs:Zephaniah and her academic committee for working hard with us teachers through
providing teaching and learning resources where is possible. This helps both class teachers, subject teachers and
pupils to improve academic performance and quality of teaching and learning process.
Yours in christian
MR. MANHYABULUBA MATOGOLO NKILIJIWA
Standard five class teacher.

